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Abstract. Promising methods of metal processing by cutting the surface of complex parts are considered.
To ensure high productivity when processing complex surfaces on CNC machines, the tool is provided with
additional high-speed complex-coordinated movements that ensure the displacement of the cutting edge
relative to the cutting surface. The offset of the cutting edges relative to the cutting zone during milling reduces
the temperature load on the teeth and, as a result, increases the tool's durability. The faster the cutting edge
leaves the cutting zone, the lower the heat load and the higher the wear resistance of the cutters. In this regard,
it is important to increase the speed and accuracy of movements of the working bodies of the machine. To
implement the required characteristics when performing technological operations, it is proposed to use an AC
electric drive system based on a valve motor with vector control and an information and measurement system
containing variable sensors, which has better technical, economic and mass-dimensional indicators compared
to other types of electric motors. The results of computer simulation of dynamic processes of regulating the
speed and torque of a valve engine that provide the required dynamic torque and acceleration are presented.
It is shown that an AC electric drive based on a valve motor provides the implementation of the required
speed modes.

1 General information
Modern multi-axis CNC machine systems have
capabilities that are not used effectively enough in terms
of increasing productivity and tool durability, for
example, by changing the kinematics or the accuracy and
speed of mutual movements of the working bodies of the
machine. These conditions are currently most effectively
provided by an AC electric drive based on a valve control.
The task of increasing the productivity of mechanical
processing is solved by various methods; the use of highstrength tool materials, coatings, cooling media. Milling
is one of the most productive processing methods due to
the high concentration of cutting edges simultaneously
involved in the work. The development of new milling
methods in recent years has been due to the improvement
of kinematics. This led to the creation of processing
methods such as milling, plunger milling, and others. The
shape of the processed surface, the thickness and length
of the cut metal layer, the processing performance and the
concentration of heat generated on the cutting edge
sections depend on the ratio of movement speeds. Milling
of dies, molds, and large-scale gears is associated with
large volumes of material being removed, which increases
the cost of expensive cutters.
When processing some complex surfaces, a certain
ratio between shaping movements or alignment is
important. The ratio between the shaping movements can
*

increase the length of the cutting edges, reduce heat load
and wear. The ability of modern machines to coordinate
simultaneous movements is practically unlimited, but
these principles are not often used in the development of
new technologies. Methods with time-varying ratios of
the speeds of forming movements can be attributed to the
second level of agreement. When processing complex
surfaces, blades of screws, turbines, stamps, processing is
carried out in lines according to the program or a copier,
for example, end radius cutters, while in each milling
plane, the ratio between the two movements changes
depending on the shape of the profile in the section being
processed, i.e. the movements agree non-linearly (Fig. 1).
When the tool is moved line by line in the processing
plane, the relationship between the feed movements on
the OX axis and on the OY axis constantly changes. For
example, from point A to point A1, the amount of tool
movement along the OX axis is less than the movement
along the OY axis, and from point A1 to point A2, the
amount of movement along the OX axis is greater than the
movement along the OY axis. In some cases, to prevent
zero cutting speeds near points (A3) where the tool axis is
perpendicular to the surface to be processed, another
movement is added – the rotation of the workpiece in the
OXY plane, resulting in the workpiece being tilted at a
certain angle in the processing plane relative to the tool.
In this case, it is necessary to coordinate three shaping
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movements, two feed movements along the axes OX and
OY, and the rotation movement in the plane OXY.

Fig. 1. Scheme of processing a complex surface with an end
radius milling machine.

Fig. 2. Scheme of processing the shaped surface by milling
with three non-linear movements of shaping and moving the
cutting edge relative to the cutting surface.

In recent years, new processing methods have
emerged that use three simultaneous non-linear
coordinated movements for processing complex surfaces
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7], both in the same profiling plane and in
different, for example, mutually perpendicular ones.
Processing with three simultaneous non-linear
coordinated movements can be used to form complex
profile surfaces, such as gears of various profiles and
other parts with a periodically repeated complex profile.
However, the main purpose for some of these
methods, in addition to the above, is: a) to ensure
consistent contact of a simple tool shape with all points of
the processed profile, b) a constant displacement of the
cutting edge vertex relative to the cutting surface.
Advanced in this regard are milling methods with
additional shaping movements that ensure constant
movement of the cutting edge relative to the cutting
surface.
Let's consider options for milling a shaped profile of
an annular shape with a rotating cylindrical cutter. For
example, processing a rotation body with convex
repeating curved sections can be performed with a
rotational main movement Dr and two coordinated feed
movements: the rotation of the cutter (turning the table)
D and the longitudinal movement of the caliper Ds .
These movements must be coordinated in such a way that
when the cutter is rotated at an angle of 90°, the table
moves along the entire width of the curved section B .
However, in this case, it is not possible to ensure a
constant radius of the curved section. That is, to ensure a
radius section, the milling cutter, depending on the
position of the touch point, must move not only along the
X-axis, but also along the Y-axis (Fig. 2). Thus, three
coordinated movements must be provided simultaneously
D , Dsх and Dsy . The movements must be
coordinated, so that when moving the cutter to a certain
point i in the profile, the cutter must turn by an angle
  i and its touch point will move by а  i an amount.

Where,  - is the discrete angle for calculating



displacements X I , Y I ;  = 0 ,
n
n - the number of touch points on the processed
section of the profile,
a - length of the mill section in the axial direction for
processing the profile arc with an angle  .
0

To improve milling efficiency, the speed of rotation of
the cutter D must be maximum, so as to ensure the
maximum possible displacement of the upper part of the
cutting edge relative to the cutting surface. This allows
you to quickly shift the high-temperature zone relative to
the cutting edge and, as a result, increase the wear
resistance of the tool. Increasing the processing speed
D requires, on the one hand, reducing the allowance,
i.e., the reciprocating movement of the tool, and on the
other hand, increasing the speed of the translational
movements Dsх and Dsy , since they are consistent with
D . Thus, the offset of the cutting edge in combination
with non-linear rolling of the tool when processing
complex profile surfaces requires the use of precise and
high-speed drives.
1.1 Mathematic model
The specified requirements are fully met by an AC
electric drive system based on a valve motor, which is a
synchronous motor with permanent magnets with a rotor
position sensor powered by a frequency Converter. The
frequency Converter is mainly based on a voltage
inverter. The electric drive is controlled by a vector
system, the functional scheme of which is shown in Fig. 3.
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The obtained graphs show that the electric valve drive
is able to provide the required speed modes and forces to
ensure the processing of complex profile surfaces on
metal-cutting machines.
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Modern requirements for the quality of Metalworking of
complex parts require the development and application of
new methods that can be implemented using systems of
controlled electric drive based on a valve motor that has
acceptable dynamic properties.

M

Fig. 3. Functional diagram of vector control of an electric
drive.

The functional diagram of an electric drive contains the
following main elements: M – permanent magnet synchronous
motor; RFG –ramp function generator; RPS – rotor position
sensor; SS – speed selector sensor; CS – current sensors; RSCC
– relay stator current controller, SC – speed controller, CU1,
CU2, CU3 – calculating units; PD – pulse distributor, TLU –
torque limiter unit; DPU – data processing unit.
The systems of the valve electric drive, as a result of the use
of a frequency Converter with a voltage inverter and an
unregulated rectifier, have good electromagnetic compatibility
with the supply network [8, 9,10,11]. High-quality control of the
output variables of the electric drive-speed and torque, is
provided by the use of a group of sensors of electric drive
variables that are part of the information measuring system. If
necessary, the vector control system can be supplemented with
corrective devices [12, 13, 14] that affect the process of forming
the speed and torque of the electric drive, depending on the
nature of the processes that occur in the Metalworking of
complex parts.
Figure 4 shows graphs of transient changes in output
variables-speed and torque of the valve motor, obtained by
computer simulation using the software product MATLAB [15],
SimPowerSystems and Simulink, for the system (Fig. 3).
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